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LEADERSHIP CONTRACT
Wynnbrook Christian School offers a variety of activities that require a higher code of conduct from our
students as they seek leadership within different areas of the school. In most cases, students will still be able to
participate in the class, sport, or event but will not be permitted to participate in the special leadership positions.
The student who chooses to participate in these programs is in a unique position. Public and private schools,
media, parents, guests, peers, teachers, and the public at large will observe this position. It is an excellent
opportunity to demonstrate one’s desire to be Christ-like in sportsmanship and performance.

Leadership Contract
I am applying to be a leader in the following areas: ___ Jr. Beta (Please see other requirements for membership)
__ Praise Team (worship on stage) __ Drama (integrity/main characters) ___ Athletics (captains/competitions)
I understand that this is a privileged leadership position and will demonstrate Christ-like character and
leadership by:
 Being present and presentable at school and for all practices or other scheduled activity events.
 Setting an example in behavior with a godly attitude and reputation on and off the stage/court/field
knowing that people and my peers are looking to me as an example.
 Maintaining a 75% or higher academic grade point average and an 80% or higher conduct grade to
prioritize the core value of academics over activities.
I understand that a decision of probation or removal from this position or is determined by my conduct and by
my leaders and administration. Reasons for probation or removal may include:
 Not being on time or present at school, for practices, or events. (A student missing more than 3 ½ hours
of school with an unexcused absence or tardy may not come to an after-school event/practice. Intended
absence or tardiness must be told to the sponsoring leader and pre-approved as soon as possible. A
student with more than 15 absences will be removed from the team or position.)
 Not being prepared and presentable with proper attire, uniform, equipment, or supplies.
 Receiving a conduct grade lower than 80%, receiving a discipline referral, constantly getting in trouble,
or not demonstrating good sportsmanship, team effort, or stage presence. All behavior impacts the
student’s personal testimony as well as the testimony and reputation of the school.
 Dropping below the recommended grade point average and or not proactively improving the grade.
Student name: __________________________________ Signature: __________________________________
Parent signature: ___________________________________________________________________________
Homeroom/Academic Teacher signature ________________________________________________________
(I will report discipline or academic issues to the sponsoring teacher, leader, or coach.)

Signatures from the administrator and sponsoring teacher, leader, and/or coach:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
(As a sponsoring teacher, leader, or coach, I will hold these students to a higher standard of excellence as they strive for
leadership in the school and consult with Administration regarding consequences of breaking contract.)
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